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Each Hypnos bed is tailored to meet personal comfort,
size, shape and styling needs. The overall design of each bed
is personalised with luxury finishing touches to complement
the décor and style of your bedroom.
Hypnos offer a wide range of divan base options from which to choose your
own level of comfort or preferred style; from a luxuriously deep divan to a more
contemporary shallow style and there are plenty of options to satisfy your storage
needs. Choose from our range of contemporary fabrics to suit your choice of
headboard, and finally, select your preferred feet, castors or elegant legs to truly
stamp your personality on this handcrafted piece of furniture.

Deep divan base with storage drawers.

Shallow base divan.

SuperStorage™ divan base.
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Hypnos deep firm edge divan base
	Deep divan base, with rows of pocket or open coil springs set within a wooden
frame which helps to support the mattress edge. Comes with castors as standard,
but can also have a choice of feet, a skirt and standard/continental drawers.

Storage options
	Our deep divan bases can include
stoarge drawers in various
configurations to accommodate your
personal needs.
	These drawers have been designed
to accommodate lightweight items,
such as pillows, bed linen or clothing.
We recommend a maximum weight
of 20kg per standard drawer, or
10kg per continental drawer.
	Available on most deep divan bases.

4 standard
drawers

2 standard
drawers

2 standard
drawers on
single divan
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Hypnos shallow divan base
	Shallow divan base, either with rows of pocket or open coil springs set within
a wooden frame (firm edge), or with a lightly padded solid top (platform top)
for firmer support. With a choice of elegant legs.

Hypnos platform top divan base
	Very versatile deep divan base with a lightly padded solid top, and ideal for firmer
mattresses. Comes with castors as standard, but can also have a choice of feet,
a skirt or standard/continental drawers.
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Hypnos SuperStorage™ divan base
	Our SuperStorage™ deep divan base provides the ultimate storage solution.
Simply lift up the top of the divan, which is hinged to the base, allowing you
to use the entire divan base for storage.

	Hydraulic springs make it easy to lift
up, even with the mattress in place,
which provides an excellent solution
for smaller bedrooms, as you do
not need to allow room to pull out
drawers.
	We recommend a maximum load
weight of 44kg per unit (88kg if two
are linked together).
	Available as 90cm, 135cm, 150cm
or 180cm divan bases only.
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Hypnos HideAway™ divan base
	The HideAway™ deep divan base offers significant increases in storage capacity
when compared with traditional drawers.

	All storage areas are concealed
behind beautifully upholstered
deep valances, which provide an
exquisitely tailored finish the full
height of the divan base.
	Available as 90cm, 135cm, 150cm
or 180cm divan bases only.
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Divan base options
SKIRT

STANDARD DRAWERS

CASTORS

FEET

Deep firm edge divan base
Deep sprung edge divan base
Shallow divan base

		

		

Platform top divan base
SuperStorage™ divan base			

		

HideAway™ divan base

		

		

Divan base heights
Deep firm edge divan base

350mm

Deep sprung edge divan base

350mm

Shallow divan base

150mm

Platform top divan base

315mm

SuperStorage™ divan base

360mm

HideAway™ divan base

415mm

All divan base heights exclude castors, feet or legs
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Deep divan base storage options
Capacity and load comparison
		

WIDTH

DEPTH

HEIGHT

CAPACITY

MAX LOAD*

Standard drawer		

785mm

520mm

150mm

0.061m³

20kg

SuperStorage™

90 x 200cm

865mm

1950mm

250mm

0.421m³

44kg

90 x 190cm

865mm

1850mm

250mm

0.400m³

44kg

75 x 200cm

715mm

1950mm

250mm

0.348m³

44kg

67.5 x 190cm

640mm

1850mm

250mm

0.296m³

44kg

90 x 200cm

900mm

1950mm

295mm

0.491m³

n/a

90 x 190cm

900mm

1850mm

295mm

0.464m³

n/a

75 x 200cm

750mm

1950mm

295mm

0.409m³

n/a

67.5 x 190cm

675mm

1850mm

295mm

0.348m³

n/a

HideAway™

* Maximum recommended load is per unit, i.e. two linked SuperStore™ divan bases would be 88kg (2x 44kg).

Deep divan base with storage drawers.

SuperStorage™ divan base.

HideAway™ divan base.
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We are proud of our commitment to sustainable design and
manufacture and consider ourselves pioneers of our industry.
We were the world’s first carbon neutral bedmaker back in 2011,
and everything we produce is 100% recyclable so it need not
go to landfill’.
We are committed to using 100% sustainable materials of the highest quality, using
ethically sourced and certified fillings in our mattresses whilst the timber in our
beautifully upholstered divans is sourced from managed forests that comply with the
Forest Stewardship Council® (FSC®) and The Programme for the Endorsement of
Forest Certification (PEFC™).
In fact we have gone the extra mile when it comes to transparency with our factories
also achieving FSC® and PEFC™ multi-site certification. This guarantees full traceability
and that our timber have been independently checked at every stage of processing,
ensuring they comply with the highest environmental standards.
Find out about our sustainable practices and awards on our website.
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DESIGN
GUIDES
Your bedroom should be your sanctuary, with your bed taking
centre stage. A space completely unique to you, it should
transport you to a place of complete serenity, away from the
hustle and bustle of daily life, where you can wake up beautifully,
relax and indulge in some precious ‘me-time’.

HEADBOARD

BEDDING

COLLECTION

COLLECTION

Hypnos offers a range of helpful design guides to assist you in transforming your
bedroom into your perfect sleep haven.
From enhancing the comfort of your bed with our range of bedding, such as pillows,
toppers and duvets, to selecting your ideal divan base, complete with stylish feet,
legs or perhaps a fully upholstered divan skirt; deciding on your preferred discreet
storage solution and crowning your bed with with a stunning headboard – all
upholstered in one of our extensive selection of matching or complementary
fabrics, velvets and leathers, or even your own fabric - Hypnos helps make this
a joyful and inspirational journey.
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